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Abstract 
The bachelor’s thesis focuses on the topic of prototyping and 3D model–making as a 
part of the product development process. The model is designed with the use of CATIA 
v5 parametric application and it is manufactured with the use of Additive 
Manufacturing technology–Fused Deposition Modeling. 
The theoretical part of the thesis addresses the topic of Product Development, Additive 
Manufacturing technology as well a number of engine design and functional 
characteristics. 
The experimental part of the work then describes the process of designing and 
manufacturing of the engine model. 
The work is concluded with a techno-economic evaluation of the designed assembly. 
 
Abstrakt 
Bakalářská práce se zabývá tématem prototypování a tvorbou 3D modelu jako součásti 
procesu produktového vývoje. Prototypový model motoru je konstruován s využitím 
parametrické aplikace CATIA v5 a vyroben s použitím aditivní výrobní technologie– 
metoda Fused Deposition Modeling. 
Teoretická část práce se věnuje problematice produktového vývoje, aditivní výroby a 
řadou konstrukčních a funkčních charakteristik motoru. 
Praktická část práce pak popisuje proces návrhu a výroby prototypového modelu 
motoru.  
Práce je ukončena technicko-ekonomickým zhodnocením navržené sestavy. 
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Introduction 
Enterprises in leading industrial regions face the challenge of maintaining their 
competitive status. How they approach New Product Development and product 
innovation is profoundly reflected in their ability to smoothly deliver value in products 
that fully meet or even exceed customer’s expectations. 
In order to make product-led competitive strategy a realistic and sustainable task, 
development teams must cooperate on an interdisciplinary basis within an integrated 
flow of information and knowledge-sharing towards fixing design concepts as early as 
possible. Visualization and model-making play an invaluable role in order to facilitate a 
clear and deterministic concept communication for all stakeholders of the process.  
The ability to develop concept models and prototypes rapidly is of strategic importance, 
especially for initial steps of the New Product Development Process and decisions 
regarding the scope of generic technologies utilized for model engineering are 
invariable reflected in the very essential techno-economic characteristics of the model. 
This thesis aims to apply an evolving and promising technology, Additive 
Manufacturing technology, to manufacture a show-and-tell model of an Inline-Four 
engine assembly; following a cross-disciplinary, techno-economic approach.  
The model has been chosen due to a large number of problem-solving challenges, which 
are characteristic to the New Product Development process, it is designed and 
assembled in Product Lifecycle Management suite CATIA v5. Fused Deposition 
Modeling method is utilized for manufacturing main parts and master models, turning 
subtracting technology and casting technologies are partially utilized as well.  
The thesis is concluded by a techno-economic evaluation of the model manufacturing 
process; different manufacturing scenarios are compared and evaluated. 
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1. Problem definition and Bachelor’s thesis objectives 
The bachelor’s thesis follows a cross-disciplinar approach towards its objective; to 
design and manufacture a prototypical assembly of an inline-four engine. 
Partial objectives of the theoretical foundation of the thesis are: 
· To consistantly anchor the topic in its theoretical context. 
· To research and review current state of the art in addressed topics. 
· To identify main trends of addressed topics. 
Partial objectives of the experimental part of the thesis are: 
· To design all necessary components of the model. 
· To conduct a design validation test. 
· To propose a variety of manufacturing scenarios. 
· To choose and implement the most optimal scenario. 
· To conduct a techno-economic evaluation. 
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2. New Product Development 
This chapter is dedicated to the topic of New Product Development. Section 1.1 anchors 
the topic of New Product Development and product innovation in its wider context. 
Section 1.2 holistically defines the NPD process, characteristics and stages of the 
sequential NPD process are introduced. Section 1.3 treats the topic of models and their 
role in the NPD process. The chapter is concluded by section 1.4 which addresses a 
number of alternative approaches to the classical NPD process.  
2.1  Strategic aspects of New Product Development  
Innovation in general and Product Innovation and New Product Development in 
particular, are attributes of critical importance across competitive strategies, by a well-
established consensus. 
Although most companies understand the importance of innovation, the situation gets 
different when it comes to practice. In a recent survey of global executives, 84% said 
they believe innovation is extremely important to their growth strategies, while 94% of 
surveyed executives were unsatisfied with their innovation performance. 
(MCKINSEY& COMPANY, 2013a)  In a 2012 survey on 241 senior manufacturing 
executives, 62% of respondents predicted that product innovation would make a 
significant or very significant contribution to profits in the next 12 to 24 months. 
(KPMG INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE, 2012) 
In order to make New Product Development and product innovation a realistic and 
sustainable task, adequate production and organizational capabilities should be 
developed and integrated. (BEST, 2001) Product Development and production system 
development are closely interconnected (Fig.2.1); “in order to achieve efficient product 
realisation(sic), it is essential to emphasise(sic) the necessity for integrated 
development of product and production process.” (BELLGRAN & SÄFSTEN, 2010, 
p.5)  
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Fig. 2.1: Product Development in the context of product realization (BELLGRAN & SÄFSTEN, 2010) 
Reducing NPD process time may act as a direct enabler of innovation; “A company that 
is capable of reducing the NPD cycle to one-half that of a competitor can introduce 
technological innovations at twice the rate. Being first to market with a new technology 
is important, but having the shortest NPD process time is also important in that 
technology adoption and adaptations can be introduced more rapidly.” (BEST, 2001, 
p.42) The portfolio of generic technologies utilized in the production system represents 
a fundamental part of the production engineering task, the case of Cannon. For example, 
presents a model of competitive advantage, in which the portfolio of utilized 
technologies, played a central role in competitive strategy; “Canon did not simply 
combine generic technologies. It adopted, adapted, and refined generic technologies 
and recombined them in unique ways. The result was the emergence of specialized, 
proprietary product technologies that were not easily imitated. Firms without the 
Deming type organizational capabilities could not meet the time and quality standards; 
companies without the expertise across the range of technologies could not match the 
production performance standards.” (BEST, 2001, p.44)  
Models and model-making technology are invariably reflected in the NPD process and 
the final product alike; shortening of model-making time “will contribute to the 
improvement of the product because they shorten the blind-planning time.” 
(GEBHARDT, 2003, p.19) 
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2.2  The New Product Development Process 
New Product development is an interdisciplinary, value-creating process that includes 
the “transformation of a market opportunity and a set of assumptions about product 
technology into a product available for sale.” (KRISHNAN & ULRICH, 2001, p.1)  
The NPD process is information, capital and time intensive and its cost is “roughly 
proportional to the number of people on the project team and to the duration of the 
project.” (ULRICH & EPPINGER, 2012, p.5) A careful definition and mapping of the 
product development process is essential in order to communicate team members’ roles, 
activities iterations and parallelism and reduce ambiguity. (ULRICH & EPPINGER, 
2012) 
2.2.1 Sequential Product Development 
The term “sequential” implies that the process is split into a sequence of phases in 
certain iteration, their order depends on author and on corporate practice and it is not 
standardized. For the case of sequential paradigm, the aspect of disintegration of 
activities could be implicitly expected; “This situation assumes that there is no 
interaction among the major departments involved in product manufacturing during the 
initial development process.” (RADHAKRISHNAN et al., 2008, p. 16) The adoption of 
sequence engineering does not necessarily imply the so-called over-the-wall design, 
however. The main reason that may advocate for the sequential approach is the 
expectation that iterations “allow the revision of an already finished step only after the 
next step is finished.” (GEBHARDT, 2003, p.13) 
Three main approaches towards the NPD process exist; the first approach lays in 
developing a set of initial concepts and then subsequently narrowing the selection with 
the increase of specification until the product can be reliably produced. (ULRICH & 
EPPINGER, 2012)  
The second approach is “to think about the development process as an information-
processing system.” (ULRICH & EPPINGER, 2012, p.13) Inputs such as the corporate 
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vision, objectives and production system capabilities are processed and formulate 
product specifications, concepts and design details.  
The third approach to NPD is the “risk management system”; in early phases of the 
development process, various possible risks are identified and prioritized. With the 
progression of the process, certain risks are reduced “as the key uncertainties are 
eliminated and the functions of the product are validated.” (ULRICH & EPPINGER, 
2012, p.13) By the end of this approach, the development team should have confidence 
in the functionality of the final product. 
 Based on these approaches, (ULRICH & EPPINGER, 2012) identify six phases for the 
generic NPD process (Fig.2.2). They emphasize that the process is formed with the 
continuous involvement of various departments throughout the process.  
 
Fig. 2.2: Phases of the generic Product Development process (After ULRICH & EPPINGER, 2012) 
Each phase is characterized by a set of typical tasks related to it; such a classification is 
presented in (Appendix 2.1). In his monograph, (GEBHARDT, 2003) cites the iteration 
of classical steps of the NPD process (Fig.2.3) according to the German Associations 
for Mechanical Engineers.  
 
Fig. 2.3: Steps of the NPD process according to (GEBHARDT, 2003) 
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2.2.2 Cost progress and design change costs 
A great deal of costs of the new product are determined in the early stages of its 
development; “It is widely cited that between 70% and 90% of total project costs are 
determined during the early stages of the development process.” (JOHNSON & 
KIRCHAIN, 2011, p.87) This makes the need to fix concepts as early as possible an 
strategically important decision, ideally in the very phase of idea concept development  
“40% of the total costs are already definitely fixed after the idea and draft phase, 
although at this point in time only negligible costs of 2% to 3% of the total costs have 
been incurred.” (GEBHARDT, 2003, p.8) The progressive, if not exponential, character 
of later-change costs could be presented on this example (Fig. 2.4); “If a change in the 
conceptual 3D CAD model costs Rs.50, 000. The same change during the planning 
stage would cost Rs.1, 50,000. By the time the product moves to prototyping and testing, 
the change may cost Rs.2, 50,000. The cost goes up to Rs.25,00,000 if the product is in 
the manufacturing stage and Rs.50,00,000 or more after the company releases the 
product to sales and marketing.” (RADHAKRISHNAN et al., 2008, p. 20) 
 
Fig. 2.4: Cost of design change in various stages of the Product Development process 
(RADHAKRISHNAN et al., 2008) 
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2.2.3  Simultaneous Engineering  
Simultaneous Engineering (SE) is a well-established concept that addresses the goal of 
shortening product development time by minimizing time-consuming and cost-intensive 
iterations of the NPD process, by parallelization. (GEBHARDT, 2003) The essential 
premise for a realistic and efficient implementation of SE is the existence of a 
“continual and optimized flow of information between all partners.” (GEBHARDT, 
2003, p.14) As the process of global product development is “hooked on the usage of an 
information and communication infrastructure.” (BERNARDT, 2011, p. 90) A table of 
software applications available in support of the SE concept is followed as an 
(Appendix 2.2). For the case of Simultaneous Engineering, changes are very intensive 
in the design phases of the product lifecycle and get stabilized on a very low level after 
the production planning phase. For the sequential engineer concept, the intensity of 
changes is of a variable nature and gets stabilized as late as in the service phase. 
(RADHAKRISHNAN et al., 2008) Attainable cost savings for implementing SE are 
reported to be as high as 50% compared to classical models; this number varies 
depending on the sector and the product. (GEBHARDT, 2003) 
2.3 Prototypical models and their role in the NPD process 
Models may be varying from mathematical models to solid models. For the purpose of 
this thesis the term “model” refers to a physical solid model. The role of models and 
demands put on them differ according to the phase of the Product Development process. 
Given the importance of communication, models of various classifications and purposes 
represent a valuable tool of communicating concepts and ideas; “Although prototyping 
is often considered too expensive, correcting ambiguities and misunderstandings at the 
specification stage is significantly cheaper than correcting a product after it has gone 
into production.” (BORDEGONI & RIZZI, 2011, p.122)  
A simplified classification of models (or prototypes) into three classes is as the 
following: 
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· Solid images or the so-called show and tell models, which are used for 
visualizing proportions and general appearance. Solid images may be used for 
ergonomic studies of the product as well. (GEBHARDT, 2003) 
· Geometrical prototypes, which are used mainly for testing of handling, 
operation and use of the final product. Usually visualizing the exact shape 
including surface quality. (GEBHARDT, 2003) 
· Functional prototypes or models, which resemble exactly or very closely 
production series of product. Support training of production and maintenance 
personnel. (GEBHARDT, 2003) 
Importance of models in the NPD process may be characterized as the following: 
· Influence of model-building time on the Product Development time: Any 
shortening of the PD time, with the time of model-production held constant, 
would necessarily lead to an increasing proportion of the model production time 
out of the total PD time, which may increase the risk of blind planning. Additive 
Manufacturing and Virtual Reality techniques may be used as supplement 
technologies for shortening blind planning time. (GEBHARDT, 2003) 
· Influence on cost assessment: Development teams face the challenge of fixing 
costs at the beginning of the PD process, that is, at a stage where a reliable cost 
assessment is not possible. (GEBHARDT, 2003) Therefore, it is essential to 
develop methods that tend to “push the graph “cost assessment” above the 
graph “cost influencing.” (GEBHARDT, 2003, p.19) See (Fig.2.5). 
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Fig. 2.5: Cost assessment and cost influencing as functions of product development progress with and 
without the use of models (GEBHARDT, 2003) 
Which “cannot be translated into practice completely, but by using models, the 
tendency is in the right direction.”  (GEBHARDT, 2003, p.19) 
· Other influences: Solid image models, although showing only rough and 
general outlines may serve as a better communication tool than technical 
drawings, which are usually not completely understood by stakeholders of non-
engineering backgrounds. Such a model “on the original scale, can be safely 
judged by anyone as regards design and styling.” (GEBHARDT, 2003, p.20) 
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3. Additive Manufacturing technology 
 “Additive Manufacturing (AM) is defined by ASTM as the “process of joining materials 
to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to 
subtractive manufacturing methodologies, such as traditional machining. Synonyms: 
additive fabrication, additive processes, additive techniques, additive layer 
manufacturing, layer manufacturing and freeform fabrication.” (ROEBUCK, 2011, p. 
164) 
This definition has developed as a terminology consensus reflecting the evolution 
process and innovations in Rapid Prototyping technology, as the technology has 
broadened its applications to be capable of producing the final product (Rapid 
Manufacturing) or tools (Rapid Tooling) as well as prototypes (Rapid Prototyping)1, “In 
2009, Wohlers reported that 16% of AM process use was for direct part production, 
21% for functional models, and 23% for tooling and metal casting patterns.” 
(ATLANTIC COUNCIL, 2011, p.4) 
The term “rapid” is of a relative nature, as it may take weeks to months for completing 
the design, the AM process itself usually takes from 3 to 72 hours to build a part, 
depending on its size and complexity. (BOBOULOS, 2010) Still, it is significantly 
simpler, faster and cheaper to produce three dimensional objects using AM technology, 
as “other manufacturing processes require a careful and detailed analysis of the part 
geometry to determine things like the order in which different features can be 
fabricated, what tools and processes must be used and what additional fixtures may be 
required to complete the part.” (GIBSON, 2010, p.1-2) 
                                                 
1 In literature, terms Rapid Prototyping and Additive Manufacturing are “often interchangeable.” 
(GIBSON, 2010, p.8) The consensus of the ASTM, although relatively new (as to January 2012), is 
reflected in a number of contemporary literature. 
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3.1  Stages of the generic Additive Manufacturing process 
Depending on the author, a number of classifications for stages of the AM process have 
evolved, with different degrees of separation and detailing, all of which could be 
characterized by three main categories: pre-processing, processing and post-processing. 
For example (GIBSON et al., 2010) indicates 8 steps of the AM process. As shown in 
(Fig.3.1). 
 
Fig. 3.1: Steps of the Additive Manufacturing process (After GIBSON, 2010) 
The corresponding visual progress of the process is shown in (Fig.3.2).  
 
Fig. 3.2: Visual progress of the Additive Manufacturing process (ATLANTIC COUNCIL, 2011) 
 
Step 1: Conceptualization and CAD 
Creating a physical model with AM technologies would not be possible without the use 
of 3D CAD software. Baseline data can be created either by using user interface 
applications or by reverse engineering technologies. During this step, surface integrity 
errors may arise, causing an unpredictable or unreliable AM output, this problem is 
partly eliminated within the majority of contemporary 3D CAD software or can be 
detected during the conversion from CAD model to STL format. (GIBSON et al., 2010) 
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Step 2: Conversion to STL 
The majority of AM machines use the STL format, the term is derived from Stereo 
Lithography (the first AM technology in the 1990s). STL is a way of describing a CAD 
model using its geometry, by approximating the surfaces of the model by a finite 
number of triangles. The process of converting a CAD model to the STL format is 
automatic within the majority of contemporary 3D CAD software, possible errors are 
rectified by STL repair software. (GIBSON et al., 2010) 
Step 3: Transfer to AM machine and STL file manipulation 
This stage is usually executed with the use of the AM system software, which usually 
allows the user to view and manipulate the part, including possibilities of repositioning, 
rescaling or changing orientation of the part within the AM machine. In some less often 
applications, segmentation of the STL file may be possible or even merging of multiple 
STL files. (GIBSON et al., 2010) 
Step 4: Machine Setup 
In this phase, parameters of the AM process are determined, depending on the machine 
and its setup possibilities. (GIBSON et al., 2010) 
Step 5: Build  
This step is fully automatized and computer-controlled, it is the execution of the 
previous four steps, the machine will build the part iteratively, by depositing material in 
a sequence of layers, some AM machines need support material, to help keeping the 
part from collapsing during the building process. (GIBSON et al., 2010) 
Step 6: Removal and cleanup 
This step may be considered as the initial step of post-processing; the majority of AM 
processes need a certain amount of manual finishing. This manual finishing may include 
separating the part from its building platform, or removing it from the excess build 
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material surrounding the part. Parts produced at different AM processes need different 
cleanup requirements. (GIBSON et al., 2010) 
Step 7: Post-Process 
The term post-processing refers to the usually manual stages of finishing the part for 
application. It may include abrasive finishing processes, like polishing or sandpapering. 
This stage in the AM process is very application-specific, as some application may 
require a minimum amount of post-processing, whereas other applications may require 
very careful handling of parts to maintain good precision. (GIBSON et al., 2010) 
Step 8: Application 
Although parts may be made from similar materials to those made by conventional 
manufacturing processes like molding and casting, they may not behave according to 
standard material specifications, causing a part failure, especially under mechanical 
stress. It is necessary to be decided whether the part is suitable for application for final 
use. (GIBSON et al., 2010) 
3.2 Categories of Additive Manufacturing technologies 
Depending on standard and author, various categories of Additive Manufacturing 
processes exist. Two main approaches are usually utilized for categorizing AM 
processes; the first approach categorizes AM according to the baseline technology used 
(lasers, printer technology, extrusion technology… etc).  The other approach categorizes 
according to the type and form of raw material input. (GIBSON et al., 2010) For 
example, in his monograph (GEBHARDT, 2003) cites the German standard of 
production processes, which categorizes the Generative (Additive) Manufacturing 
processes according to the form of input material. 
In his monograph, (GIBSON et al., 2010) introduces an updated two-dimensional 
classification method of AM processes, as shown in (Fig.3.3). 
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Fig. 3.3: Two dimensional classification matrix of Additive Manufacturing processes (GIBSON et al., 
2010) 
The most recent standard is the ASTM 2012 standard on Terminology for Additive 
Manufacturing technologies, which categorizes AM processes to material extrusion, 
material jetting, binder jetting, sheet lamination, vat photopolymerization, powder bed 
fusion and directed energy deposition. (WOHLERS, 2013) 
Given the extent of AM technologies, only Fused Deposition Modeling technique is 
introduced, a comprehensive table of other AM techniques is followed in (Appendix 
3.1) some of the most common AM technologies are presented: 
Fused Deposition Modeling: parts are built up in thin layers of thermoplastic wire-like 
filaments which are extruded from an x-y coordinate movable nozzle (Fig.3.4) and 
deposited onto the building platform, the material is heated slightly above its melting 
temperature and the platform is at a lower temperature, so that the material hardens 
quickly after deposition. When a layer is finished the platform lowers and the process is 
repeated, supports are built along the process. (BOBOULOS, 2010) 
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Fig. 3.4: Fused Deposition Modeling machine (CUSTOMPARTNET, 2008) 
Several materials may be used in the process including ABS and investment casting 
wax. More recently new materials are used for the method which extends the 
capabilities of the method further in terms of strength and temperature range. 
(BOBOULOS, 2010) 
3.3 Advantages and limitations of the technology 
AM has witnessed noticeable improvements, mainly in terms of the scope of useable 
materials and the accuracy of AM processes; In principle, all materials that can be 
melted and re-solidified can be used in AM processes. (GIBSON et al., 2010) “Some 
experts believe AM is nearing an inflection point, as new advances enable more 
applications, reduce costs, and increase adoption by downstream 
industries.”(MCKINSEY & COMPANY, 2012, p.90) 
Main advantages of AM technology could be generally characterized as following: 
· Part complexity: AM enables the production of complex shapes that cannot be 
produced “by any other means.” (ATLANTIC COUNCIL, 2011, p.5) 
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· Instant production on a global scale: production of physical models from a 
digital file enables rapid global distribution of products. (ATLANTIC 
COUNCIL, 2011) 
· Waste reduction: AM processes are “green”, since only the material that is 
needed is used in production. (ATLANTIC COUNCIL, 2011) 
On the other hand “AM still faces technological hurdles that are likely to delay 
mainstream adoption.” (MCKINSEY & COMPANY, 2012, p.90)  
Main limitations and technology challenges of Additive Manufacturing could be 
generally be characterized as the following: 
· Production speed: It is unlikely that AM technology will “ever be able create 
parts as fast as molding technologies.” (ATLANTIC COUNCIL, 2011, p.7) 
· Materials and production quality: Production quality of AM technology is not 
yet uniformed, other challenge is that for the majority of AM processes utilize 
polymers that are usually weaker than their traditionally manufactured 
counterparts. (ATLANTIC COUNCIL, 2011) 
· Costs: Material costs are still considerable, especially for high-volume 
production. For example, powders used in AM can be 200 times as costly as 
sheet metals. (MCKINSEY & COMPANY, 2012) 
3.4 State of the art of the technology and expected future impacts 
Typical sectors of contemporary Additive Manufacturing application are the 
automotive, aerospace and industrial plastics industries and it is increasing used in 
customized goods (jewelry, prosthetics, dental plants…etc). (MCKINSEY & 
COMPANY, 2012) AM technology is currently used to producing complex, low 
volume and highly customizable products, cases such as Boeing, which currently prints 
200 different parts for 10 aircraft platforms, are expected to be accelerating. 
(MCKINSEY & COMPANY, 2013b)   
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The ever-increasing production quality of the technology and possible reduction of 
technology-related costs are expected to trigger a wide spread adoption of the 
technology on the industrial and customer level alike. (MCKINSEY & COMPANY, 
2013b)   
The technology is often categorized among a number of highly influential advances in 
the manufacturing practice such as (lightweight materials, frugal innovation, the so-
called circular economy, digital modeling, simulation and visualization, industrial 
robotics, green manufacturing…etc). Expectations of the technology are very high, the 
most recent study (May 2013 study) expects a potential of the industry to become a 
$230-$550 billion business by 2025 (Fig.3.5). (MCKINSEY & COMPANY, 2013b) 
Which presents nearly 220% to 520% increase compared to 2009 levels.  
 
Fig. 3.5: Potential economic impact of the AM industry by 2025 (MCKINSEY & COMPANY, 2013b) 
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3.5 Environmental impacts of the Additive Manufacturing 
Efforts to systematically and methodologically asses environmental impacts of AM are 
rather rare and literature data on this topic are fairly limited. (DRIZO & PEGNA, 2006) 
AM seems to be a candidate for a new approach towards Industrial Ecology, as additive 
technologies “offer the potential to change the very essence of design and 
manufacturing, from the assembly and transformation processes to the one of synthesis 
of advanced materials into the final product.” (DRIZO & PEGNA, 2006, p. 69) 
According to the US Department of Energy, Additive Manufacturing can significantly 
reduce energy and materials use compared with traditional manufacturing Technologies. 
(MCKINSEY & COMPANY, 2013b) 
A comprehensive summary of the current state of AM from the aspect of Industrial 
Ecology is offered in (Fig.3.6). 
 
Fig. 3.6: Summary of environmental impacts of AM technology (ATLANTIC COUNCIL, 2011) 
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4. Engine essentials 
The engine is defined as “A device for changing fuel energy to mechanical energy. The 
term applies to the primary source of power generation.” (LANE, 2002, p. 503)  
Engines are classified into two main categories; the heat engine and the internal 
combustion engine,, given that “All automobile engines, both gasoline and diesel, are 
classified as internal combustion engines.” (ERJAVEC, 2010, p.41) The term “engine” 
hereby refers to the internal combustion reciprocating engine.  
Internal combustion engines date back to the year 1876 when Otto first developed the 
spark-ignition engine, in 1892 Diesel invented the compression-ignition engine. 
(GILLES, 2010) Three main demands are put on contemporary engines, in order to be 
practical: to produce work repeatedly, efficiently and cost-effectively.  (HOAG, 2006) 
4.1 Engine Classifications 
Depending on the author, various classifications of engines exist. Some of existing 
classifications are:  
Engine displacement: A larger displacement of an engine implies a larger engine size. 
The engine displacement is described in cubic centimeters. (GILLES, 2010) 
Number of strokes: The majority of automotive engines use the four-stroke cycle 
engines. (HALDERMAN, 2012)  
Cylinder number and arrangement: For inline engines, all cylinders are placed in 
straight line. Four, five and six cylinder engines are commonly manufactured as inline 
engines, whereas in the V-type engine, the number of cylinders is split and built into a 
V-shape, such as a V-6 or V-8. In the horizontally opposed four or six cylinder engine, 
cylinders are arranged in two horizontal banks, this kind of engines is used in Porsche 
Subaru engines and are often called the boxer or pancake engine design. 
(HALDERMAN & MITCHELL, 2005) 
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Longitudinal or transverse mounting: Longitudinal mounting of an engine is 
mounted parallel to the length of the vehicle, whereas in transverse mounting the engine 
is mounted crosswise. (GILLES, 2010) 
Valve and camshaft number and location: Single Overhead Camshaft (SOHC) and 
Double Overhead Camshaft (DOHC). (GILLES, 2010) 
Ignition type: Spark (gasoline) and compression (Diesel) ignition. (HALDERMAN, 
2012) 
Type of fuel: Many types of fuel are currently used in automotive engines include 
gasoline, natural gas, methanol, diesel, and propane. (HALDERMAN, 2012) 
Cooling method: Both air-cooled and liquid-cooled engines exist. Nearly all 
contemporary engines use liquid-cooling systems. (ERJAVEC, 2010) 
Type of induction pressure: A naturally-aspirated induction is that in which 
atmospheric air pressure is utilized to force the air-fuel mixture into the cylinders, a 
turbo charger or supercharger are also used. (HALDERMAN & MITCHELL, 2005) 
4.2 Engine mechanism and construction essentials 
The engine operating cycle is determined by the number of strokes, a stroke is defined 
as “the movement of the piston from TDC (top dead center) to BDC (bottom dead 
center), or from BDC to TDC.” (GILLES, 2010, p. 3) The majority of contemporary 
cars and light trucks are powered by the Otto-cycle engine. (GILLES, 2010) During one 
four-stroke cycle, the intake, compression, power, and exhaust strokes are completed.  
Each four-stroke cycle implies two complete revolutions of the crankshaft. (HOAG, 
2006) 
4.2.1 Basic geometrical properties of reciprocating engines 
Designing a fully functional practical engine is a highly complex engineering task with 
large number of parameters that should be regarded. In his monograph, (HEYWOOD, 
1988) introduced a set of parameters which define the basic geometry of a reciprocating 
engine: 
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Cylinder bore to piston stroke ratio: Rbs= B/l  
Where B: cylinder bore and l: connecting rod length. Typical values of this parameter 
for small and medium engines are: 0.8-1.2. (HEYWOOD, 1988)  
Connecting rod length to crank radius ratio: R=l/a 
Where a: crank radius. Typical values of this parameter for small and medium engines 
are: 0.8-1.2. (HEYWOOD, 1988)  
Stroke and crank radius relation: L = 2a. (HEYWOOD, 1988) 
4.2.2  Piston design essentials 
The importance of piston lies in severe mechanical conditions of the piston operation, 
since it plays the role of the moving wall of the combustion chamber. A typical 
automotive piston is usually cast of an aluminum alloy; it consists of the following four 
areas: the crown, the ring lands, the pin boss and the skirt. An iron or chromium coating 
may be used to reduce friction work. It is important, that piston and cylinder wall 
material are not of the same material, a cast iron cylinder liner can be inserted into the 
block. Efforts to reduce weight lead to design thin walls and minimal skirt area. 
(HOAG, 2006) 
The geometry of piston crown differs greatly between spark-ignition and diesel engines; 
the main difference is in the piston bowl, which is contained in the piston in the diesel 
engine, whereas it is usually cast or machined into the cylinder head in spark-ignition 
engines. An important aspect of the piston skirt design is the piston-to-cylinder wall 
clearance, due to material expansions in high temperatures, the clearance in cold stage is 
greater near the crown and it is progressively reduced with position down the skirt. 
(HOAG, 2006) 
4.2.3  Connecting rod design essentials 
The role of the connecting rod is to transform the alternating linear motion of the piston 
to the rotating motion of the crankshaft. Connecting rod is usually made from alloy steel 
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forgings and from powdered metal forging. The pin end of the connecting rod is usually 
a continuous bearing surface. The big end of the connecting rod has a split bearing. The 
split is often perpendicular, it can be angled as well, the angled split is designed for 
assembly reasons. In new applications, the big end of the connecting rod is usually 
cracked, resulting in perfectly matched joint and a significant cost reduction. (HOAG, 
2006) 
4.2.4  Crankshaft design essentials 
Crankshaft design geometry is essential for the balance of the engine, the design of 
functional crankshaft is a highly complex engineering task and a number of critical 
calculations and design decisions should be conducted for the preciseness of the design 
such as: reciprocating mass and required engine speed, surface-to-volume ratio, 
pumping losses, packaging and the balancing of mechanical forces. (HOAG, 2006) 
4.2.5  Block layout and design essentials 
Blocks are usually single piece casting consisting of the crankcase and the cylinder 
section. The crankcase section consists of a series of parallel bulkheads containing the 
main bearing journals, in which the crankshaft spins. The bulkheads are tied together by 
outside walls generally known as the block skirts. The oil pan is fixed to the pan rails 
along the base of the skirts. The cylinder walls may be cast directly into the block or 
insert liners may be used. (HOAG, 2006) 
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5. Designing the engine model 
Design task: to design a show-and-tell model of an inline-four engine.  
Design task breakdown: 
1. To develop a rough design concept with main geometrical characteristics. 
2. To validate the designed concept by assembling and clash test. 
3. To add detail specification to the rough concept. 
4. To conduct a final test of general fit. 
Design orientation: Additive Manufacturing oriented design. 
Model role and possible application: Marketing communication, educational 
purposes, design testing early stage model of engine development process. 
Model characteristics: Degree of abstraction: low, degree of detailed specification: 
partially high, functionalities: mechanical functionality. 
Key Performance Indicators: Fulfilling the role of the model with the following KPIs: 
· Design development time – minimizing. 
· Later changes of the design – eliminating. 
· Build material used – minimizing.  
· Support material use – minimizing.  
Software application used: Product Lifecycle Management suite CATIA v5. 
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5.1  Essential geometry and concept design 
The overall dimensions of the model, are constrained by the dimensions of the building 
platform of the AM machine, if the design is conducted in 1:1 scale, it is necessary to 
determine simultaneously the AM technology and the building platform dimensions of 
the machine as well as the dimensions of the largest part of the model; in which no 
coordinate may be greater than the respective coordinate of the building platform. Given 
that, decision regarding the choice of the AM technology was fixed in the preliminary 
stages of the design process and the dimensions of the building platform are 203 x 152 x 
152 mm. The cylinder bore is a critical factor for determining the length of the engine’s 
block, a bore diameter of 31mm was chosen. Along the cylinder bore, a number of 
critical geometries were determined in this stage; (Tab.5.1) shows those geometries and 
calculated ratios. 
Tab. 5.1: Basic parameters of the engine model (Source: own work) 
Piston diameter [mm] D=30 
Cylinder bore [mm] B=31 
Piston-to-cylinder clearance [mm] 0.5 
Connecting rod length (distance between the 
centerlines of the rod ends) [mm] 
l=55 
Crank radius [mm] a=18 
Stroke [mm] L=36 
Cylinder bore to piston stroke ratio Rbs= 0.861 
Connecting rod length to crank radius R= 3.056 
 
Given that block height is determined by the sum of piston compression distance, 
connecting rod length and crank radius and having the piston compression distance the 
only undetermined variable; the piston design is prioritized to determine the 
compression distance of the piston and fix preliminary design parameters in the very 
first stages. 
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5.1.1  Designing the concept of piston 
Piston wall thickness of 1.6mm was considered to be sufficient for maintaining the 
firmness of the manufactured model. This wall thickness was incorporated in the initial 
shaft sketch as shown in (Fig.5.1) 
 
Fig. 5.1:Piston shaft sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
Apart from wall thickness, ring lands were incorporated in the sketch along the cavity of 
the piston head, this design decision is made to minimize the risk of material 
intersection in the area of ring lands which would prevent the shell function from being 
applicable. Large margin of piston overall height was designed to enable design 
freedom and which will be eliminated once the design is more specified.  
In the second step, a large volume of skirt material was subtracted; leading to a clear 
demarcation of the piston head area, a wall thickness of 1.6mm was maintained between 
the piston head and the pin area. (Fig.5.2) shows the clear demarcation of the piston 
head area and the corresponding design process. 
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Fig. 5.2: Piston skirt pocket sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
The third step was to determine the position of the pin hole, which determines the piston 
compression distance and the diameter of the pin hole determines the corresponding 
diameter of the connecting rod pin end. A diameter of 7.5mm, this implies that the 
piston compression distance is 14.633mm as shown in (Fig.5.3). 
 
Fig. 5.3: Piston pin hole with rendering (Source: own work) 
The next step was of a subtractive nature, it aimed to minimize skirt volume as well as 
to prevent a possible collision of the piston skirt with the crankshaft counterweight at 
the BDC position, the aim is rather to set rough proportions of the mutual fit in order to 
test design validity as soon as possible. This step is shown in (Fig.5.4). 
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Fig. 5.4:  Piston isosceles trapezoid pocket sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
The last step of the rough concept design stage was to shell piston skirt, the piston head 
area is hollow inclusively in the initial sketch design, so a pocket copying the geometry 
of the skirt with a 1.6mm offset was sufficient. 
By this stage, piston design is ready to be to validated for geometry fit, the skirt height 
is subject for further minimization after conducting the test of clash with the crankshaft 
counterweight. 
5.1.2  Designing the concept of connecting rod and the piston pin 
The rough design stage of the connecting rod aims mainly to validate the width of the 
lower part of the rod, which may cause a clash with the block at critical positions. A 
simple pad sketch was designed with a 55mm of distance between the centerlines of end 
circles (connecting rod length), the upper end circle was given by the diameter of the 
piston pin hole (D=7.5mm) and the lower end circle was designed to be twice as large 
D=15mm. The sketch and the final pad are shown in (Fig.5.5). 
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Fig. 5.5: Connecting rod pad sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
Piston pin was designed as a 11.75mm tube pad of D=7.5mm; 1mm and it is shown in 
(Appendix 5.1).Designing piston snap rings was irrelevant at this stage, as no groove 
was prepared in the piston boss and such an effort would not be efficient. 
5.1.3  Designing the concept of the crankshaft 
The main challenge of concept design of the crankshaft lied in determining geometrical 
properties of counterweights; this is in full scale production a matter of complex 
dynamic analysis, which was not conducted for this simplified application. The 
counterweight concept is show in (Fig.5.6). 
 
Fig. 5.6: Counterweight pad sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
The second challenge lied in determining the thickness of the counterweight pad, as the 
thickness of counterweights along the thickness of journals will determine the overall 
length of the crankshaft (Fig.5.7) and fit into the block.  
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Fig. 5.7: Geometrical properties of the crankshaft (Source: own work) 
The thickness of the counterweight pad was determined to be 6mm, main journal pad 
15mm, crankpin journal pad 13mm and web pad to be 6mm. This arrangement creates 
distance of 40 mm between the middles of two respective main journals, allowing 
enough freedom to design block walls and the overall length of the block will be not 
greater than 175mm (depending on wall thickness).  
5.1.4  Designing the concept of the cylinder block 
The first design decision was to fix wall thickness at 7.5mm; this thickness is robust 
enough, since the model is not used under mechanical stress. Given the distance 
between the middles of two respective main journals and wall thickness, the length of 
the pad was calculated to be 167.5mm. For calculating the width of the pad, a 4 mm 
crankcase-to-crankshaft clearance was set. The height of the pad was calculated as the 
sum of the piston compression distance, the connecting rod length and the crank radius 
=> pad height= 14.633+55+18 = 87.633mm, the dimensions of the pad are shown in 
(Fig.5.8). 
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Fig. 5.8: Cylinder block initial pad sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
The second step was of a subtractive nature, it aimed to shape the outer surface of the 
block so that a shell function can copy the outer shape, creating a cavity in the block. 
The height of the cylinder was calculated as the sum of the piston compression distance, 
the stroke and a margin for firmer fit of the piston at the BDC position. This step is 
shown in (Fig.5.9). 
 
Fig. 5.9: Cylinder block shape pocket sketch with shell function rendering (Source: own work) 
The next step was to design series of bulkheads in the block cavity; the position of the 
middle of bulkheads is determined by the distance between the middles of two 
respective main journals of the crankshaft and the proportions of the bulkhead walls are 
determined by block wall thickness and the overall width of the block (the length of the 
bulkhead design cannot be shorter than the overall 81mm width of the block), as shown 
in (Fig.5.10). 
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Fig. 5.10: Bulkheads pad sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
The next necessary step was to create provisional cylinders so that a move constraint 
can be defined in the assembly module, for conducting the clash analysis. Cylinder 
bores where designed as a pad in the bulkhead cavity.  
The last step of designing the block concept was to pocket cavities corresponding to 
main bearing journals of the crankshaft. The pocket sketch incorporated a clearance of 
0.2 mm. By this stage, the block contains all necessary functionalities for conducting a 
concept validation test for any possible clashes of parts. 
5.2  Space analysis and design validation 
Conducting a space analysis and clash test is essential in order to validate the designed 
concept, before progression to the more time-consuming detailed design. 
This step aimed mainly to validate piston skirt-crankshaft counterweight clearance at 
BDC position as well as connecting rod-crankcase clearance at the critical positions. For 
this purpose, all necessary constraints were defined in order to apply the manipulation 
function, the function was applied with respect to defined constraints with stop 
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manipulate on clash function activated. This test revealed sufficient clearance between 
the connecting rod and the cylinder block at critical positions, however, a clash between 
the counterweight of the crankshaft and the piston skirt was detected (Fig.5.11). 
 
Fig. 5.11: isible piston skirt to crankshaft counterweight clash (Source: own work) 
Given the results of the test, these solutions may be implemented to fix the clash: 
· Minimizing piston skirt. 
· Redefining the geometry of the crankshaft counterweight. 
· Increasing the connecting rod length (resulting in block height increase). 
· Combination of above specified measures. 
Implementation of any measures results in change in the dynamics of the engine; 
therefore such a change requests a corresponding dynamic analysis, which is not 
considered for the purpose of this model. The clash was eliminated by minimizing 
piston skirt. 
5.3 Design specification and detailed design 
This stage was expected to be more sophisticated and more time intensive. The aim of 
this step was to build on the concept design in order to add specification and detail; 
support structures, detailed components and assemblies are all subjects of this stage, 
which is finished by a final assembly of all components and a final validation test. 
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5.3.1 Detailed design of the piston 
The first step was to eliminate the skirt material by 2mm, since the skirt is subject to 
further elimination. The next step was to pad a supportive structure, in the pin boss area. 
This structure aims to support the fragile area around the piston pin. The sketch of the 
pad and the final pad are shown in (Fig.5.12). 
 
Fig. 5.12: Piston skirt supportive structure sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
By designing this structure, that piston skirt had a considerable margin which could be 
minimized. Given that next steps are very detailed, the progress of work is shown by 
group of steps. Having created pockets that copy the supportive pad, the piston skirt is 
of minimal size, supportive structure was mirrored to be applied to the other side of the 
piston and another supportive structure around the pin boss area was designed, a groove 
for snap rings was then pocketed (Fig.5.13) shows this series of steps. 
 
Fig. 5.13: Piston with snap ring grooves sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
The iteration of next steps consisted of a number of edge fillets and steps mainly of 
styling nature, the final design of the piston is shown in (Fig.5.14). 
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Fig. 5.14: A rendered snapshot of the final piston design (Source: own work) 
5.3.2 Detailed design of the connecting rod and the snap ring 
The first step was to determine the design of the screw supportive structure, which was 
designed for a D=2mm screw. The next step was to slim the connecting rod by using 
3mm edge fillet, then a 2.2mm hole for screw was pocketed in the supportive structure. 
Then pads were created at both connecting rod ends, which fix the connecting rod in its 
position in the piston and on the crankshaft. At the large end of the connecting rod 
clearance of 0.5mm was designed. This iteration is shown in (Fig.5.15). 
 
Fig. 5.15: Connecting rod fixing pads sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
A series of esthetical design steps were taken afterwards, mainly to create smoother 
edges and to shape the part. The next functional step was to create a cavity in the screw 
supportive structure, in which the screw head is embedded. The final connecting rod 
design is shown in (Fig.5.16). 
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Fig. 5.16: A rendered snapshot of the final connecting rod design (Source: own work) 
The next necessary component to be designed is the connecting rod cap, a simple pad of 
semicircle was designed and supportive structures were added, analogically to those of 
the connecting rod, the main difference was in the hexagonal pocket for nut with a 4.5 
mm of smallest width. The snap ring was designed as a simple pad. Connecting rod cap 
design (Appendix 5.2) and snap ring design. (Appendix 5.1). 
5.3.3  Detailed design of the crankshaft and crankshaft bearing 
The majority of functional attributes of the crankshaft were designed in the concept 
design stage, only few details are subject to design in the detailed stage; the first step 
was of subtractive nature, pockets were created around crankpin journals as shown in 
(Fig.5.17).  
 
Fig. 5.17: Pockets around crankpins sketch with rendering (Source: own work) 
The next step was to apply edge fillets to the part; the most important edge fillet was at 
the connecting edge of journals with counterweights which provide additional support. 
A 3mm fillet was applied to edges of the counterweight and a 1mm fillet to edges of 
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journals, this fillet is limited by the 0.5mm clearance of the connecting rod pads on the 
crankpin journal. The final design of the connecting rod is shown in (Fig.5.18). 
 
Fig. 5.18: A rendered snapshot of the final crankshaft design (Source: own work) 
Crankshaft Bearing was designed as a pad with pockets for the screw body and head, 
the part is shown in (Appendix 5.2). 
5.3.4  Detailed design of the cylinder block 
An essential design decision was whether to implement an insert liner to the block 
design. The main advantage of the insert liner design is that it can be treated separately 
from the cylinder block; any later operation can be conducted to the insert liner and 
hence prevent the block from further change, the main disadvantage is that it is in 
production application less used. Another specific advantage of the insert liner solution 
is that it can be manufactured separately, which may enable an optimized combination 
of manufacturing technologies. Given these factors, the decision was to implement 
insert liners to the design of the cylinder block. The process started with a definition of 
geometrical properties of the liner, which are shown in (Fig.5.19).  
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Fig. 5.19:  Insert liner draft with rendering (Source: own work) 
The height of the liner (53mm) was calculate as the sum of the stroke, piston 
compression distance and a margin for better fit of the piston in the BDC position, 
calculating with  large margin may imply a collision of the connecting rod with the liner 
in critical positions. The outer diameter of the insert liner (39mm) was designed to be 
large enough to enable reliable fixing of the liner in the cylinder block. 
The second design decision was the degree of detail incorporated in the cylinder block, 
as the decision to design a fully detailed cylinder block is an extremely demanding 
design task, which is usually conducted in teams. Given that, the decision was to focus 
on the functional aspects of the model. A possible solution may be to utilize techniques 
of Reverse Engineering to incorporate detail to the cylinder block.  
The first design step was to eliminate the provisional cylinder and implement a pocket 
corresponding to the insert liner. Two methods were available for implementing the 
pocket; the first one was to design a corresponding sketch and apply the pocket 
function, the second one was to import the insert liner and apply a removing Boolean 
operator, the first approach was chosen and a pocket function was applied in two steps. 
The last step was of subtractive nature; excessive material was removed from bulkheads 
in order to minimize build material. Final cylinder block with insert liners is shown in 
(Fig.5.20). 
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Fig. 5.20: A rendered snapshot of the final cylinder block design (Source: own work) 
5.4 Assembling the model and final testing 
At this stage, all parts were designed in detail, the model can be assembled and final 
tests can be executed. (Fig.5.21) shows all components of the assembly at the explode 
mode. 
 
Fig. 5.21: Final assembly components (Source: own work) 
Clash movement test at the design validation stage confirmed sufficient connecting rod-
to-crankcase clearance, no variable has changed that may cause change of this clearance 
and hence conducting the test at this stage would be redundant.  Three main 
characteristics were validated by the final assembly test: the overall fit of the assembly 
(cylinder deck height, crankshaft-cylinder block fit) piston skirt-to-crankshaft 
counterweight clearance at the BDC position and a correct margin design of the cylinder 
insert liner at the BDC position.  (Fig.5.22) shows clearly positive piston skirt-to-
crankshaft counterweight clearance at BDC position. 
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Fig. 5.22: Piston skirt-to-crankshaft counterweight clearance validation (Source: own work) 
The overall fit of the assembly is shown in (Fig.5.23). A pocket was created in the 
cylinder block in order to enable rendering a clear picture of the fit of assembly 
components. 
 
Fig. 5.23: General fit of assembly components (Source: own work) 
Results show that the assembly design is feasible for AM process and at this stage.  
5.5 Design Optimizations for the Additive Manufacturing process 
Given that the design is AM-oriented, one of the design measures that may be taken is 
to implement design solutions that facilitate more efficient AM process, 
implementations of such solutions must always take into account specific characteristics 
of the model and its expected utilization. By dividing the cylinder block into functional 
parts (Fig.5.24), more efficient combination of manufacturing technologies (casting) is 
enabled. These parts were modified in terms of edge fillets and a pocket in the 
crankcase wall to enable larger connecting rod-to-crankcase clearance.  
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Fig. 5.24: Additive Manufacturing-specific optimization of cylinder block (Source: own work) 
Analogically, the principle was applied to the crankshaft part, of which AM would be 
highly support material-intensive, the crankshaft was split into two parts (Fig.5.25), 
which were manufactured separately, leading to reduction of support material 
consumption.  
 
Fig. 5.25: Additive Manufacturing-specific optimization of crankshaft (Source: own work) 
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6. Manufacturing the model and manufacturing scenarios 
In order to make the process of manufacturing systematic and cost-efficient, five 
feasible manufacturing scenarios were formed as shown in (Tab. 6.1), first three 
scenarios use only Additive Manufacturing technology, whereas scenario D and E 
include a combination of generic technologies. 
Tab. 6.1: Manufacturing scenarios description (Source: own work) 
 Technology of part manufacturing 
Scenario Additive Manufacturing 
Subtractive 
Manufacturing 
Casting 
A Model as a single part NA NA 
B All parts as designed NA NA 
C All parts with AM-specific optimization NA NA 
D Scenario C without insert liners Insert liners NA 
E Scenario D with lateral panel master 
model casting 
Insert liners Lateral 
panel 
 
A preliminary costs calculation was then conducted; for A, B and C scenarios, the 
calculation were precise, based on data from STL manipulation software. For D and E 
scenarios, ,subtractive process costs are estimated based on allocating task duration to 
be in average 15 minutes, silicone mold estimation is based on rough material volume 
consumption and task duration estimations.  
Relevant calculation output is shown in (Tab. 6.2).  Data extracted from STL 
manipulation software to excel table and detailed calculation of Additive Manufacturing 
costs for each scenario are shown in (Appendix 7.1). 
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Tab. 6.2: Initial cost estimation of scenarios (Source: own work) 
Scenario 
Additive 
Manufacturing 
costs [CZK] 
Subtractive 
process 
costs [CZK] 
Casting process 
costs [CZK] 
Total 
estimated 
costs [CZK] 
A 8061 0 0 8061 
B 7825 0 0 7825 
C 7935 0 0 7935 
D 6937 400 0 7337 
E 4649 400 450+(8*20.41)= 
613 
5662 
 
Based on this calculation, the decision was to implement Scenario E.  
Functional parts to be manufactured according to this scenario, their AM-specific 
modification, their frequency in the model and the manufacturing technology used in 
order to produce the part are shown in (Tab. 6.3). 
Tab. 6.3: Parts corresponding to scenario E (Source: own work) 
Functional part Manufacture part 
Frequency 
in the model 
Manufacturing 
technology 
piston Piston 4x Additive Manufacturing 
Piston pin Piston pin 4x Additive Manufacturing 
Snap ring Snap ring 8x Additive Manufacturing 
Connecting rod 
Connecting rod 4x Additive Manufacturing 
Connecting rod cap 4x Additive Manufacturing 
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Crankshaft Half of the crankshaft 2x Additive Manufacturing 
Crankshaft 
bearing 
Crankshaft bearing 3x Additive Manufacturing 
Block 
Block outskirt panel 2x Additive Manufacturing 
Block middle panel 3x Additive Manufacturing 
Block lateral panel 8x 
Additive Manufacturing + 
Casting 
Insert liner 4x Machining-turning 
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6.1  The Additive Manufacturing process 
The AM process itself is simple and rapid, once 3D data are created. 
Additive Manufacturing task:  To manufacture parts specified for AM in (Tab. 
6.3). 
Additive Manufacturing application:   Rapid Prototyping.  
Additive Manufacturing category:   Fused Deposition Modeling. 
Additive Manufacturing hardware machine:  Dimension Uprint. 
STL manipulation software:    CatalystEX 4.0.1. 
Build Material:      ABSplus in ivory color.  
6.1.1 Conversion to STL format and machine setup 
CAD parts were converted into STL format. Machine setup are shown in (Tab. 6.4). 
Tab. 6.4: Machine setup for the Additive Manufacturing process (Source: own work) 
Layer resolution [mm] 0.254 
Model interior Sparse high density 
Support fill Sparse 
STL units Millimeters 
STL scale 1.0 
Part orientation Minimizing support material 
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6.1.2 The building process 
This step started with the preparation of the building chamber and platform; it is 
essential to make sure that the platform is cleaned after previous AM processes and all 
support material is removed, the platform is fixed in the chamber with two switch locks. 
Then a print order is executed in CatalystEX software. (Fig.6.1) shows the AM machine 
Dimension Uprint used for building model parts.  
 
Fig. 6.1: Dimension Uprint Additive Manufacturing machine (STRATSYS, 2013) 
The process is then fully automated; layers of material are deposited in order to build 
the part. The machine is not accessible in the process. (Fig.6.2) shows a platform on 
which a model is in the process of material deposition by the nozzle. 
 
Fig. 6.2: FDM building of parts (Edited from VIMEO, 2012) 
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6.1.3 Removal, cleanup and Post-Processing 
Once the building process was finished, the platform was removed; the model was then 
mechanically separated from the platform. (Fig.6.3) shows finished connecting rod and 
piston parts fixed on the platform. 
 
Fig. 6.3: Finished connecting rod and piston parts fixed on the platform (Source: own work) 
Maximal possible volume of support material was then mechanically eliminated; 
attention should be paid not to damage build material in weaker areas. If support 
material was not fully removed, remaining support material may be removed 
chemically. 
Depending on post-processing requirements, parts were divided into three categories; 
this division of parts into categories is shown in (Tab. 6.5). 
Tab. 6.5: Categorization of parts depending on post-processing requirements (Source: own work) 
Part requiring no 
post-processing 
Part requiring a partial 
post-processing 
Part requiring full 
filling and sandpapering 
Snap ring Crankshaft journals Block outskirt panel 
Piston pin Connecting rod large end Block middle panel 
Crankshaft bearing Piston Block lateral panel 
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Aerosol filler was then applied to surfaces in order to fill tiny connection gabs, which 
were then sandpapered with 600 and then 1000 sandpaper grift, sandpapering was 
conducted under water in order to facilitate better surface quality (Fig.6.4). 
 
Fig. 6.4: Surface quality of post-processed part (Source: own work) 
Partial post-processing implied that connection areas were filled and then sandpapered 
to a fine surface quality, while the rest of the part body was covered in order to 
eliminate non value-adding waste; this was applied mainly to connecting rod-to-
crankpin bearing connection in order to facilitate a smooth movement and reduce 
mutual fraction, this applied principle is shown in (Fig.6.5). 
 
Fig. 6.5: Partial post processing of connections (Source: own work) 
The piston diameter was directly sandpapered with a very fine sandpaper in order to 
avoid leakage of the filler in contours of the piston. 
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6.2 Turning process of insert liners 
Turning an ø 40 x 5mm aluminum alloy tube to designed shape was conducted on 
conventional lathe (Fig.6.6).  
 
Fig. 6.6: Turning process of the insert liner part (Source: own work) 
Although a CNC G-code may be generated directly from the CAD model, the 
conventional lathe was more suitable in that the manual work-piece holder would not 
damage the geometry of the fragile tube. The final part is shown in (Fig.6-7). 
 
Fig. 6.7: Final insert liner (Source: own work) 
6.3 Casting of the Block lateral panel 
A provisional vessel was created out of glass sheets and the master model was fixed in 
modeling clay, in order to prevent floating of the model in the forming silicon. A bi-
component forming silicone system was utilized; component A was Silicon RTV -4234- 
T-4 Base and component B was Silicon RTV -4234- T-4 Curing Agent, mixing ratio: 
100:10 P.B.W. The silicone was then evacuated in vacuum chamber in order to deflate 
air bubbles out of the liquid. (Fig.6.8) shows the vacuum chamber utilized.  
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Fig. 6.8: Vacuum chamber MK Mini (MK TECHNOLOGY, 2013) 
An evacuation-leak cycle was repeated for 8-10 times, until no visible air bubbles were 
found. The silicone liquid was then poured onto the fixed master model in the vessel 
and left to cure. The vessel was then dismantled, modeling clay removed and a thin 
layer of release agent applied on the surface. A provisional glass vessel was then created 
and the process was repeated analogically to the first piece manufacturing process. 
Minor post-processing was required in order to remove excessive material and form 
pouring and deflation holes.  The final mold is shown in (Fig.6.9). 
 
Fig. 6.9: Final silicone mold (Source: own work) 
Another option was offered to additively manufacture the mold. This solution may be 
effectively used in applications were a mold is required to be rapidly manufactured and 
costs of mold forming would play a subordinate role. Certain amount post-processing 
time is required in order to fill and sandpaper the negative of the model, CAD modeling 
(Fig.6.10) duration would be minimal since a Boolean remove operator can be applied. 
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Fig. 6.10: Mold render snapshot for possible Rapid Casting application (Source: own work) 
A bi-component casting resin EBALTA SG 145 was utilized in order to cast parts.  
Applied mixing ratio: 100:100 P.B.W and the liquid was well shook, activated liquid 
resin had very short pot life (5-7min.) which implied that the liquid must be poured 
(Fig.6.11) into the mold as soon as possible, mold parts were well fixed by an adhesive t 
tape. 
 
Fig. 6.11: Liquid resin pouring into the fixed silicon mold (Source: own work) 
The mold was then left for room temperature vulcanization process with 2-3 hours of 
curing time. Then mold pieces were separated, excessive material cured in pouring and 
deflation holes was manually removed, parts showed minor air bubbles on surface, 
which were filled by aerosol filler and sandpapered.  
6.4 Finishing and model assembling  
A very fine layer of grey putty was then applied to make the esthetical look of the 
engine in better harmony with the ivory color of unfilled parts of the ABSplus material, 
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insert liners were fixed in the block and the crankshaft with mounted parts was 
assembled to the block.  (Fig.6.12) shows the final assembly of the model. 
 
Fig. 6.12: The Final assembly of the inline-four engine model (Source: own work) 
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7. Techno-economic summary of the work 
The process of model development was a highly dynamic process, with a number of 
critical decisions made and problem-solving challenges faced towards the final model. 
These factors are invariably reflected in essential characteristics of the output. The 
following chapter summarizes main techno-economic factors. 
7.1 Incurred costs 
Pre-processing costs: 3D CAD data preparation and modeling costs. 
Pre-processing costs are linearly related to pre-processing task duration and are equal 
for all five scenarios; AM-specific optimization task duration for C, D and E scenarios 
is of irrelevant weight in the overall pre-processing task duration.  
Additive Manufacturing process costs: Material consumption data where extracted 
from CatalystEX and costs of AM for each scenario were calculated in (Tab.7.1). Data 
for each part and calculation methodology is attached in (Appendix 7.1). 
Tab. 7.1: Material consumption and AM cost for each scenario (Source: own work) 
Scenario Build material 
volume [ccm] 
Support material 
Volume [ccm] 
Material used 
in total [ccm] 
AM  cost 
[CZK] 
A 463.23 96.56 559.79 8061 
B 463.12 80.28 543.40 7825 
C 462.16 88.86 551.02 7935 
D 397.68 84.06 481.74 6937 
E 254.67 68.17 322.84 4649 
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The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Brno University of Technology calculates a fee 
of 14.40 CZK/ccm of overall material consumption; this calculation is inclusively 
absorbed of MOH and other costs. 
Subtractive Process cost 
Material used: Tube; ø 40 x 5 mm; EN AW-6060; AlMgSi0.5; 65 mm. 
Machine hour cost: 400 CZK/h for conventional lathe; inclusively absorbed of MOH 
and other costs. Relevant calculation summary is shown in (Tab. 7.2) and full 
calculation table is following (Appendix 7.2). 
Tab. 7.2: Subtractive process incurred costs (Source: own work) 
 Costs per part Costs of 4 parts 
Material costs [CZK] 24 96 
Direct machine hour costs [CZK] 47 187 
In total [CZK] 71 283 
 
Casting process costs: 
Labor costs and MOH costs were not inclusively absorbed in any variable; a labor rate 
of 100CZK/h was set in order to calculate direct labor costs and a 10% MOH cost rate 
was related to direct material cost. Casting process costs were calculated as the sum of 
silicone mold manufacturing costs and costs of casted parts; 8 parts were casted using 
this technology. 
Relevant output of the silicone mold manufacturing costs calculation is presented in 
(Tab.7.3) and the full calculation is followed in (Appendix 7.3). 
Mold manufacturing costs:  
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Tab. 7.3: Silicone mold incurred manufacturing costs (Source: own work) 
Characteristic Value 
direct material costs [CZK] 137.20 
Labor direct costs [CZK] 158.33 
MOH costs (10% of direct material costs) [CZK] 13.72 
Silicone mold costs [CZK] 309.25 
 
Casted parts incurred costs:  
Relevant output of casted parts costs calculation is presented in (Tab.7.4) and the full 
calculation is shown in (Appendix 7.4). 
Tab. 7.4: Incurred costs of casted parts (Source: own work) 
Characteristic Value 
Casted part direct material costs [CZK] 3.4 
Labor direct costs [CZK] 16.67 
MOH costs (10% direct material costs) [CZK/part] 0.34 
Casted part costs [CZK] 20.41 
Cost of 8 casted parts [CZK] 163.25 
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Casting process costs = 309.25 + 163.25 = 472.5 = 473 CZK. 
Post-processing costs: include all costs related to surface finishing and post-processing, 
post-processing costs are equal for all five scenarios. 
Given that both pre-processing and post-processing costs are equal for all scenarios, 
their role in cost benchmarking and evaluation is disregarded.  
Overall process-related costs are presented in (Tab.7.5), the full calculation is shown in 
(Appendix 7.5). 
Tab. 7.5: Process-related incurred costs for each scenario (Source: own work) 
Scenario 
Additive 
Manufacturing 
costs [CZK] 
Subtractive 
process costs 
[CZK] 
Casting 
process costs 
[CZK] 
Total costs 
[CZK] 
A 8061 0 0 8061 
B 7825 0 0 7825 
C 7935 0 0 7935 
D 6937 283 0 7220 
E 4649 283 473 5405 
 
By this stage, all necessary data for evaluation were measured and processed; 
information regarding processing costs was calculated; all necessary input for final 
evaluation is ready.  
The evaluation will be mainly cost-oriented and support material consumption-oriented. 
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7.2 Evaluation of AM-specific optimizations and scenario choice 
AM-Specific optimization of the crankshaft led to reduction of support material 
consumption by 51.11% with maintaining part’s functionality in the model (Fig.7.1). 
  
Fig. 7.1: Reduction of support material by AM-specific optimization of the crankshaft (Source: own 
work) 
Cylinder block optimization would lead to increase in support material consumption if 
implemented separately. Nevertheless it proved to be highly effective measure as an 
enabler of generic technologies combination and total processing costs reduction (Fig 
7.2). 
 
Fig. 7.2: Total processing costs for each manufacturing scenario (Source: own work) 
By implementing Additive Manufacturing-Specific optimizations, effective 
combination of generic technologies and problem-solving solutions, overall 
manufacturing incurred costs were reduced by 30.93%. 
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Conclusion  
The process of model development was a highly dynamic process, with a number of 
critical decisions made and problem-solving challenges faced towards the final model.  
Designing a rough concept, which was validated in early stages of the design process, 
led to fixing essential characteristics of the prototypical model and eliminated blind 
planning time; this facilitated a smooth and efficient progress of the detail-specification 
stage in which design change would be costly and time-consuming. The design process 
was purpose-oriented throughout its progress, which led to implementation of a number 
of optimizations which were efficiently implemented in model manufacturing. 
Five feasible manufacturing scenarios were proposed and implementation of the most 
optimized scenario led to 30.93% reduction of incurred costs compared to scenario, 
where none of these solutions is used. The model was manufactured with no significant 
complication, utilizing three generic technologies; Additive Manufacturing technology, 
subtractive machining technology-turning on a conventional lathe and resin casting 
technology with the efficient use of a silicone mold. 
Thesis objectives were fully met. 
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